Copac database & CCM developments

- Creating Copac
  - Standardise & deduplicate

- CCM
  - Analytics depends on quality of deduplication

- New Copac database:
  - Deduplication of pre-1800 materials
  - Revised update procedures – increased deduplication
  - New update checks
More consistent records

Better deduplication

Better analytics

But... it will never be perfect
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Deduplication & Record expansion
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3.1 The iliads of Homer prince of poets. Never before in any languag truely translated. With a com[m]ent vppon some of his chiefe places; donne according to the Greeke by Geo: Chapman.
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3.2 The iliads of Homer prince of poets : Neuer before in any languag truely translated. With a com[m]ent vppon some of his chiefe places; donne according to the Greeke by Geo: Chapman.
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3.3 The iliads of Homer prince of poets: Neuer before in any languag truely translated. With a com[m]ent vppon some of his chiefe places; donne according to the Greeke by Geo: Chapman.
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Interface revisions: framework for development

Copac Collection Management tools

Copac Collection Management (CCM) tools provides a range of facilities to support collection analysis and collection management activities:

- Quick Number Search: do a live search by entering a comma delimited set of up to 50 standard numbers.
- Batch Search: upload a file of comma delimited standard numbers.
- Keyword Search: carry out a search for author names, title or subject terms.

Help  Batch Search History

Quick Number Search  Batch Search  Keyword Search

Author: chapman
Title: iliads of homer
Subject:

Treat as a batch search

NARROW RESULTS

Library: All libraries
- Aberdeen University
- Birmingham University
- Bishopsgate Library
- Bradford [REES & Special Collections]
- Bristol University

Region: All regions

PERSONALISE DISPLAY

Display records with: all holding libraries
Deduplicate:

Search
New database

- Libraries – awaiting (re)load
- Database and interface move: end of July